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There is, according to my opinion, an urgent humanitarian issue with regard to the past sixty
years' exercising of colonial influence upon Greece.
Initially, I shall explain the notion of
"instrumental unilateral extreme dispute" by mentioning a true (since I haven't verified its
accuracy, I retain some minor reservations) story which I have been told by an african citizen
that I met during my traveling in northern Europe.
"Few decades ago, in a small colonialized african country, there was a bright young man who
was the second sun of the politicaly persecuted, political opposition's leader, of that country.
After graduating from his law studies, he started working and quit early it became obvious that
he was blessed by extaordinary professional capacity and that an excellent carrier was going to
become achieved.
At that time, the local colonial establishment which were responsible for maintaining the existing
colonial order, noticed the case of the young lawer and decided to target him for
marginalization.
The local colonial establishment decided to use his elder sister, in order to achieve their imoral
objective, as follows.
They offered to his sister an excellent administrative job at a company they controlled. Some
extremely unhealthy interventions at the office in which the sister was working, gradually, made
the sister's neural system incapable for safely driving a car. Consequently, very soon, she had a
minor car accident for which she was soly responsible and which partially ruined hers car. Three
days after having back hers restored car, she once again ruined it be causing another car
accident.
The instrumentaly degraded condition of hers nervous system and after having caused few
more minor car accidents, made her run away after having caused a deadly car accident,
without realizing the external instrumental influence which, the colonial establishment, had been
exercising upon her.
Then, the colonial establishment's members, which were, all, colonialy trained to lack emotional
and moral self-restraints, meta-victims, black mailed her in order to achieve, hers brother's
marginalization. They told her that she, either, had to go to jail for many years for leaving the
victim of the car accident and causing its death, or, she could use two false mental diagnosis
against his brother and slunder him by false testifying that he was the one who was driving
during that leathal car accident.
The sister's diminished capacity contributed at hers choosing to slunder hers brother. The
consequences of that choice were that, the colonial establishment, for the next few decades,
were using, now, hers false accusation for black mailing the sister, for making her slundering
hers brother, again and agian.
The life of the young lawer was ruined, while, his sister, gradually, faulen totaly under the
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colonial establishment's control for regularly commiting various crimes, against hers will".

During Greek civil war, colonialists used the combination, of the method of "divide and rule" and
plenty narcotics, for turning brothers against brothers. The atrocities commited at that time were
extreme.
For the past sixty years, according to sufficient indications, colonialists have been systematically
deployed, in Greece, illegal activities, namely, covertly conducting instrumental unilateral
extreme disputes, in order for advancing their, financial and political, interests.The number of
those disputes grew large and consequently, the information with regard to those colonial
activities has started spreading at the Greek society.
The colonialists seems that they wish to avoid undertaking the responsibility for their role in
those disputes and for this reason, sadly, they probably influence Greek judicial system in order
to terrorize those Greek meta-victims who are unwillingly involved within instrumental disputes,
intentionaly jeopardizing, by this way, the precious lives of the corresponding innocent Greek
victims, of those disputes.
For the above reasons, I kindly request from U2RIT to:
1. Stop abusing Greek judicial system.
2. Undertake the political responsibility for all the instrumental unilateral extreme disputes they
caused during the last, approximately, sixty years.
3. Contribute positively in the vindication of those disputes' innocent victims.
4. Contribute positively in the normalization of Greece's political system.
If you need a sufficient reason for undertaking the related political cost of satisfying this request,
I would like to urge you to rurf in the internet and seek for information with regard the degree of
freedom which, your own citizens, enjoy.
Christos Boumpoulis
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